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Ralph represents leadership, the properly socialized and civilized young man. He synthesizes and applies Piggy's
intellectualism, and he recognizes the false fears and superstitions as barriers to their survival. Ralph's capacity for
leadership is evident from the very beginning.

Ralph must do many things for his own survival and the survival of the other boys on the island. Even though
the boys escape the island, the world they reenter is, perhaps, no better than the place they leave behind. Roger
is also sly and secretive. They are no longer humans with names and homes; they are savages. Hunting
develops the savagery that already ran close to his surface, making him "ape-like" as he prowls through the
jungle. On the island, however, that social conditioning fades rapidly from Jack's character. Henry In contract
to Johnny, Henry is the largest littlun. Eventually, more and more of the boys defect from Ralph's ordered
society to Jack's tribal one and turn against Ralph, Piggy and Simon. He is vilified, especially by Jack, for not
helping, whining and generally being unhelpful but he is the intelligence behind the democracy that is set up.
But this knowledge also enables him to cast down the Lord of the Flies at the end of the novel. Amid the chaos
of the crash-landing, Ralph emerges as a beacon of order and civilization. By the standards of the society he's
left behind, Ralph is a gentleman. As he gains experience with the assemblies, the forum for civilized
discourse, he loses faith in them. Early on, Jack retains the sense of moral propriety and behavior that society
instilled in himâ€”in fact, in school, he was the leader of the choirboys. Unfortunately, Robert sustains injuries
when the dance becomes violent. This grotesque sight becomes the Lord of the Flies when Simon hallucinates
it speaking to him. He is eager to make rules and punish those who break them, although he consistently
breaks them himself when he needs to further his own interests. As is a repeated theme in the book, Simon, an
important character, has an important message which no one listens to. He decided that the person talking
must be holding the conch; this made everyone calm so only one person could talk at a time and there was no
chaos. He ventures into the forest, seeking peace with the natural world. Jack feigns an interest in the rules of
order established on the island, but only if they allow him to inflict punishment. When Simon mumbles that he
doesn't believe in the beast, Ralph "answered him politely, as if agreeing about the weather. Simon Introverted
and sickly, Simon is a boy whose obsession with nature shapes most of his actions. He quickly becomes the
group's leader. They live their lives in the day eating fruit, and at night, having nightmares about how the
Beastie is going to eat them. In fact, Samneric are so loyal to Ralph that they tend to the fire after the other
boys abandon it to support Jack instead. It is Simon who finds the beast. He is furious when he loses the
election to Ralph and continually pushes the boundaries of his subordinate role in the group and continually
bullies Piggy first by calling him names then later punching him. The first time he encounters a pig, he is
unable to kill it. Jack's love of authority and violence are intimately connected, as both enable him to feel
powerful and exalted. It appears only after the boys embrace brutality, reflecting their rotting civilization and
unity. The beast takes on a physical form when Simon tells the others he found it, although what Simon really
sees is the dead body of a pilot suspended in the trees. Yet they become so fearful of the idea of a beast that
they convince themselves it is real. As the novel progresses, however, Ralph, like Simon, comes to understand
that savagery exists within all the boys. With his strong commitment to justice and equality, Ralph represents
the political tradition of liberal democracy. Since it is difficult to distinguish between the twins, the boys refer
to them as one. He is the Jesus-like figure in the story, and his meeting with the Lord of the Flies and his
subsequent death could be considered equal to certain events in the Bible Jesus' temptation by Satan and
subsequent crucifixion. This demonstrates his civilized character by proving he always tried to do the right
thing. Roger is the only boy on the island who is described as "dark" while the other boys become "dark" as
they succumb to their savage nature. Moreover, Samneric often speak as one: when one starts a sentence, the
other finishes it.


